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Daily temperatures in the Pierre area usually have a high of 87°- 89° degrees and rarely exceed 100°. In the past month
there were 2 days with temperatures below 80° degrees and 8 days over 100° degrees. This can hamper concrete
placement for the drilled shafts as the allowable temperatures for placing concrete is between 50° and 90° degrees.
Concrete placement sounds like a simple process, just combine the cement with water and wait for it to cure, right?
Wrong! What crews are trying to prevent is water evaporation that can reduce the concrete’s workability, as the concrete
will shrink as it cures. To maximize the strength of the concrete, you have to control the moisture and temperature.

In our fourth issue, dated Feb. 26, 2021, we included an article about the Artic Air Invasion hitting the Pierre area and
bringing bone chilling temperatures as low as -23° degrees. Here we are six months later getting to experience another
weather extreme hitting the other end of the spectrum.
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THE DOG DAYS OF SUMMER

We are just a click away! 
 Follow us on social media.

Concrete pour for 2nd drilled shaftPouring concrete into chute Concrete dumped into chute

Thankfully, the trend to this overly hot weather seems to be dissipating and we can get back our normal summer
temperatures. On a side note, the Pierre area has not exceeded the all-time high of 117° degrees set on July 15, 2006.
Stay cool out there!



Project Update
Two drilled shafts have been completed and

the third drilled shaft is in progress. The first

drilled shaft column was poured and CSL

testing was completed. Substructure

construction will continue through 2021.

Aggregate columns haven been completed

on both sides for foundation improvements

and temporary shoring is currently being

placed on the Pierre side.  

Project Timeline
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Site construction began November 2020, and the entire project is
expected to be complete by December 2023.
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Did you Know?

Project Photos August 2021Project Photos August 2021

Vibratory hammer setting permanent casing Prepping for concrete pour for drilled shaft columnConcrete dump box

Reinforced steel cage for drilled shaft Metal frame for capital column Prepping for concrete pour CSL Testing of drilled shaft


